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The Swedish Permanent GPS Network
for Positioning (S WE P 0 S)_
Collaborative effort between:







Geophysical applications, , Postglacial
rebound and correction of t_dge"gauge data
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UmeA - Vilhelmina; Baseline Length - 190 km
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Karlstad - Ume_; Baseline Length = $60 km
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• Using limited data (-60 days), we attempt to
obtain measure of temporal correlations
• Method: Group observations into weeks,
determine weekly averages
• If errors are uncorrelated day-to-day, errors in
weekly averages should be 1/,/7 (0.378) times
smaller
Model for correlations ....... _ _' "_ ' _-_
• This model can be used to predict precision of
averaged values for different values of r
• Using ratio of RMS scatters of averaged
values to RMS scatters of unaveraged values,
we can estimate 1:
• Results: r = 1 day (r < 1% after 5 days)
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The results show that the network can be used
n geophysical ap lications such as the DOSE
•. ° P .
Investigation on Postglaclal rebound
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Correlations (power spectra, etc.)
